Abstract -Experimental results of investigation of two-photon interactions at LEP (CERN) are presented. Experimental conditions provided a possibility of investigation of the whole set of two-photon interactions from the production of lepton pairs in collisions of quasi-real photons to interactions of high-virtual photons.
INTRODUCTION
This work is the overview of experimental results on the investigation of photon interactions obtained at LEP. The generalized diagram of the reaction ( e + ee + e -+ X ) is shown in Fig. 1 [1] . Incident electrons 1 emit virtual photons which due to the uncertainty principle fluctuate to some intermediate state: / pair or quark-gluon system. The two-photon interaction can be represented, for example, as scattering of one of the photons off the lepton of the intermediate state formed by the other photon. The diagrams of γγ interactions will be given below.
The following kinematical variables ( Fig. 1 ) are used for a description of γγ interactions:
(i) p i is the incident electron four-momentum; E beam is the energy, and s is the squared total energy of electrons in the center-of-mass system;
(ii) , are the scattered electron four-momentum and polar angle; (iii) q i is the virtual photon four-momentum. Hereinafter, one of the basic variables is = -which is the measure of the virtual character of the photon;
(iv) W is the invariant mass of the interacting photons.
Photon-photon scattering is characterized by the following kinematical and topological specific features. The total cross section of two-photon interactions increases as ln 2 ( s ) and, already in the region of energies of colliding electrons about 1 GeV, the total cross section of the production of, for example, µ + µ -, in the course of two-photon exchange becomes larger than the cross section of production of the muon pair in e + eannihilation [2] . However, the dependence of the cross section of γγ interactions on invariant mass (1/ W 2 ) complicates the registration of a considerable part of two- 1 In this work, the term "electron" is used to denote electrons and positrons of colliding beams of LEP. It is also assumed that c = ប = 1.
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photon reactions-the energy of produced particles is small for their detection. Moreover, the γγ system moves (predominantly) along the axis of colliding electron beams, and particles produced in photon interactions turn out to be "pressed" to this axis. As a result, in registered events some part of the produced particles is lost due to limited acceptance of experimental setups. Note that the main interest to the investigation of the photon structure is related to manifestation of "hard" processes in γγ interactions in which the influence of the specific features of the reaction noted above is not determining.
Two-photon interactions are classified according to the registration of scattered electrons. If both electrons are not detected (which corresponds to small polar scattering angles), such γγ interactions are called "untagged." If one or both electrons are registered in the setup, the interactions are called "single-tagged" (denoted as γ * γ ) and "double-tagged" (denoted as γ * γ *) events, respectively. The symbol "*" explicitly denotes the high-virtual character of a photon. The cross section of interactions (1/ Q 2 ) 2 reduces by several orders of POZDNYAKOV magnitude from the first of the indicated class of events to the last one.
This work presents the results of all collaborations (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL) that carried out research at LEP. A detailed description of experimental setups is given in [3] . The concepts of setup arrangement were similar, and differences in their implementation were due to the emphasis on the most efficient detection of particular types of particles. The generalized model of the experimental setup is typical for colliders and includes the following components (listed in order of increasing distance from the point of e + e -interaction):
(i) a vertex detector for the registration of decays of short-lived particles. The main object at LEP was B mesons;
(ii) a central tracking detector for the reconstruction of charged particles momenta; (iii) an electromagnetic calorimeter for detection of photons (mainly from π 0 meson decays) and identification of electrons;
(iv) a hadron calorimeter for the registration of neutral hadrons;
(v) a muon system; (vi) relatively small-sized electromagnetic calorimeters placed close to the beam pipe with circulating electrons for measurement of luminosity of the accelerator at the setup location-luminosity monitors . These calorimeters are basic detectors for the registration of scattered electrons in "single-tagged" and "doubletagged" events.
Let us exemplify the differences in implementation using the setups L3 and DELPHI. The collaboration L3 was aimed at the most efficient registration of the lepton-photon component of events and chose BGO crystals as the electromagnetic calorimeter; besides, the muon system was placed inside the superconducting magnet. The setup DELPHI included the Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector (RICH) for identification of finalstate particles. The specific features of arrangement and difference in registration efficiencies of particular types of particles related to two-photon reactions will be pointed out further.
This work is structured as follows. Each section corresponds to a particular channel of two-photon interactions. The section contains motivation of the study, basic kinematical features of the channel, most significant criterions of event selection, and obtained experimental results. The section is summarized by basic conclusions from the investigation of a particular reaction. Practically each reaction considered below was studied at several setups. The obtained set of experimental results cannot be described in the framework of one overview (the LEP collaborations already published about 80 works); therefore, "pilot" results and data with the largest statistics of selected events will be presented.
Note that the results of the collaboration DELPHI presented in this work were obtained with direct participation of the group of JINR physicists.
LEPTON PAIR PRODUCTION
The two-photon reaction of lepton production and radiation corrections to it can be exactly calculated in the framework of quantum electrodynamics (QED). The leading order diagrams are shown in Fig. 2 . The classical two-photon interaction (Fig. 2a) is called "multiperipheral." The contribution of other processes resulting in lepton production is also sufficiently and accurately calculated and does not exceed one per cent for LEP experimental conditions.
The main objective of the investigation of lepton pair production is the comparison of experimental data with results of event modeling and "understanding" of the detector response. This is of course important for the investigation of the photon structure function in analysis of "single-tagged" events for avoiding the occurrence of "artefacts" in the behavior of the structure function due to methodical errors. The results of the investigation of the electromagnetic component of the photon structure function obtained in analysis of muon pair production will be given below. In this section, basic attention is paid to the analysis of "untagged" events when final-state electrons are not registered by the experimental setup. Such events are due to the interaction of quasi-real photons ( Ӎ 0), and lepton momenta are balanced in the plane perpendicular to the colliding beams axis ("back-to-back" topology). Figure 3 shows the distributions of experimental data after the subtraction of background processes (usually not higher than 1%) and the results of the modeling of lepton production in two-photon interactions.
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Fig. 2. Diagrams of processes e
The analysis of lepton pair production in photon interactions demonstrates good agreement between modeled interactions and experimental data.
HADRON PRODUCTION IN "UNTAGGED" EVENTS
The process of hadron production in photon collisions is described by the composite model; the diagrams of the components of this model are shown in Figs. 4a-4d. This process is determined by two scales-the virtuality of photons (Q 2 ) and the transverse momenta of partons (p T ) participating in the interaction. If one of these quantities is sufficiently large (of order of 10 GeV 2 for Q 2 and several GeV for p T ), the description of the interaction can be carried out in the framework of quantum chromodynamics (QCD).
The lower order diagram is shown in Fig. 4a and corresponds to the description of the process of quarkantiquark pair production in the quark-parton model (QPM). The terms "direct production" and Born-box are used to denote this process. The cross section of the reaction is calculated by corresponding substitutions in the description of the electromagnetic interaction (Fig. 2a) .
Soft processes are described using, for example, the generalized vector meson dominance model (VMD [6] (Fig. 4b) ). The necessity of application of this model is due to the fact that the main part of "untagged" events corresponds to photon interaction at small p T and photon-photon scattering in this case is represented as the interaction of vector (mainly ρ) mesons. In other words, photons fluctuate to the bound quark-antiquark state with limited transverse momenta of partons-the vector meson. The cross section of the reaction has the form (W) = A + B/W. The constants should be determined from analysis of experimental data. This model, being nonperturbative, assumes the behavior of produced particles similar to that observed in hadron scattering, for example, the exponential drop of hadron transverse momentum.
Of most interest are perturbative γγ interactions, the so-called "single-resolved" (Fig. 4c ) and "doubleresolved" (Fig. 4d ) photon processes. Calculations in the framework of QCD predict the occurrence of jets in these interactions and the fact that the contribution of these processes [6] turns out to be comparable with the contribution of the QPM component at LEP energies. In "single-resolved" processes, one of the photons fluctuates to some quark-gluon system, and the second photon is scattered on the parton of this system. In "double-resolved" processes, there is interaction of partons of the systems formed by photons. In these interactions, the parton structure of the photon is manifested and the notion of the "parton density function" (PDF) for the photon is introduced. The program library PDFLIB [7] contains the most widely spread PDF parametrizations for application in the modeling of γγ QCD processes.
In spite of the fact that it is impossible to strictly separate the components, the difference in event topology can be represented as follows. Interaction in the framework of VMD results in production of hadrons moving . Differential cross section of (a) e + e -production and (b) µ + µ -production as a function of the polar angle in the γγ center-of-mass system [5] . Histograms correspond to results of modeling of these processes. 
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(mainly) at small polar angles. "Direct" interaction is not limited with respect to p T and the produced hadrons can form jets with sufficiently large transverse momenta (see below). QCD interactions can be represented as some extension of "direct" interactions by spectator hadrons. Their occurrence is due to the fact that only some partons of quark-parton systems in which photons fluctuated take part in the interaction. Partons not participating in the interaction hadronize into spectator particles moving at relatively small polar angles.
Let us present basic criterions of the selection of "untagged" γγ interactions. Each registered final-state particle should satisfy the "quality" criterions. For example, charged particles should have a transverse momentum larger than some value (100-200 MeV), and neutral particles should have an energy higher than some threshold. These criterions provide accuracy of reconstructed parameters of registered particles. A minimum of three charged particles should be registered in the event, which guarantees the production of the hadron system (the admixture of hadron decays of τ leptons is small and is calculated rather accurately). The invariant mass of the particle system is in the region from 2-3 to 25-35 GeV. The lower bound is required for providing high efficiency of event triggering, on the one hand, and avoiding the region of single light resonance production which is not included in event modeling, on the other hand. The upper bound is due to the necessity of suppression of the background from e + e -annihilation events. For the same reason, it is necessary that the total energy release in calorimeters does not exceed 25-35 GeV, and the total momentum of charged particles is smaller than 20-40 GeV. The main criterion of selection of "untagged" events is the absence of considerable (larger than 20-30 GeV) energy release in luminosity monitors, i.e., that scattered electrons are not registered by the setup. Figure 5 shows the distribution of invariant mass W of the system of detected particles obtained at the setup ALEPH in comparison with the model. Experimental data are described practically by VMD component of the model in the region of relatively low invariant masses, and the contribution of QCD processes becomes considerable for W higher than 10 GeV.
The collaboration DELPHI analyzed "untagged" events selected using stricter criterions for increasing data sensitivity to the QCD component of the model. Figure 6 shows the comparison of experimental data with the result of modeling photon-photon interactions. The agreement is sufficiently good, although, a relatively small shift is observed in the modeled jet transverse momentum p T spectrum toward smaller values.
The result of the investigation of hadron production in the interaction of quasi-real photons is the conclusion on the necessity of application of the three-component model for a description of real data. The comparison of results of ALEPH and DELPHI points to some freedom in using the model components, since both VMD and QCD processes are possible objects of the model "tuning." For experiments at LEP, an accurate description of γγ interactions was important from the point of view of the estimation of the background of these events at the investigation of Z 0 boson production.
PHOTON STRUCTURE FUNCTION
Let us consider two-photon interactions in which one of the scattered electrons is registered (usually in the luminosity monitor of the setup), while for the second electron, the veto for detection is applied. By measuring the energy (E tag ) and polar angle (θ tag ) of the registered electron, the four-momentum transferred to the corresponding photon can be calculated, This class of two-photon events is called single-tagged. As it was already noted, the unregistered electron has a high probability scattered at a very small angle, and the photon emitted by it is real. For sufficiently high Q 2 , the process as a whole can be considered as deep-inelastic scattering of the electron on the quasi-real target photon with the mass P 2 close to zero. The cross section of this process in terms of structure functions is expressed as follows [2] : (1) where The function N γ (z, θ max ) describes the flux of the target photons with the energy E γ , and θ max is the maximum possible scattering angle of the unregistered electron. Since usually the same detector (luminosity monitor) is used both for registration of one electron and as the veto for the other electron, θ max is the lower acceptance bound of this detector for the polar angle, W γγ is the invariant mass of the γγ system, and (x, Q 2 ) and (x, Q 2 ) are the photon structure functions. Since for LEP experimental conditions, the average value of the variable y is small and its influence on the result can be neglected, the differential cross section is written in the form (2) Note that the structure function is determined only for quarks, i.e., the investigation of this function provides a possibility of determination of the quark "content" of the photon.
At the setup DELPHI, the process of deep-inelastic scattering was studied for QCD and QED photon structure functions [10] measured in events with production of hadrons or muon pairs in photon interactions, respectively. The analysis of provides a possi-
bility of "seeing" the effect of nonzero mass of the target photon illustrated in Fig. 7 . Different approaches to its calculation are shown together with the measured function. Curve 1 corresponds to calculations carried out for the zero target mass (P 2 = 0). For calculations corresponding to curve 3, the average value of P 2 was used, which is unsatisfactory due to the shape of the P 2 distribution far from the normal one.
The calculations averaged with respect to some set of target masses (corresponding to QED calculations, F 2 = 〈F 2 ( )〉) shown by curve 2 agree with experimental data.
Measurement of the hadron structure function is the classical test of QCD predictions [2, 11] . Since the photon, along with pointlike (direct) splitting into the quark-antiquark pair, can fluctuate to some quark-parton system, i.e., demonstrate the hadronlike character, the growth of the photon structure function in the region of small (<0.01) values of x should be expected. The logarithmic growth of as a func- . Distributions of (a) transverse momentum and (b) energy of reconstructed jets [9] . Dashed histogram corresponds to modeled events of direct hadron production, dotted histogram to the sum of QPM and VMD components, and solid histogram to the threecomponent model. . QED photon structure function [10] . Curves correspond to calculations with different virtualities P 2 of the target photon (see the text).
tion of Q 2 is also predicted. The library PDFLIB [7] contains the sufficiently large set of parametrizations, for example, GRV [12] and SaS [13] .
The basic problem of measurement of limiting the precision of obtained results is the necessity of application of the so-called unfolding procedure. This is related to the fact that only part of the produced hadron system is registered. As a result, the registered invariant mass of particles W vis is systematically smaller than the mass of particles W true produced in the γγ collision. This, together with the (considerably smaller) error of Q 2 calculation, changes strongly the distribution of the variable x. The unfolding procedure provides a possibility of solution of the so-called inverse problem-reconstruction of the sought distribution of x true on the basis of event modeling using the measured distribution of the variable x vis . This procedure is described in detail in [10, 14] . Figure 8 shows the distributions of for light quarks measured at the setups DELPHI and OPAL (the contribution of c quark was subtracted according to the modeled events) for close average values of Q 2 . The obtained results are compared with the predictions of the model. The detailed description of the model is given in [10] . The collected event statistics turned out to be insufficient for investigation of the behavior of the structure function in the region of small x.
The collaboration OPAL analyzed deep inelastic eγ-scattering on the basis of data obtained at the upgraded LEP-the e + /e -beam energy was increased by more than two times and the integral luminosity by more than one order of magnitude. Moreover, the twodimensional unfolding procedure was applied. Together with the variable x, the total transverse energy of produced hadrons was used. This provided a possibility of reduction of systematic measurement errors. Figure 9 shows the results of measurement of in which the emphasis was made on the study of the behavior of the function near zero. The comparison of experimental data and different parametrizations of the photon structure function is shown.
As a result of measurement, it can be concluded that the behavior of agrees with the growth in the region of small x expected in the framework of QCD. However, although the measurement precision was improved considerably (as compared to early works at LEP), it is impossible to make an unambiguous conclusion on observation of this growth.
LIGHT RESONANCE PRODUCTION,
SEARCH OF GLUEBALLS The investigations in the field of spectroscopy of resonance states produced in γγ interactions at electron-positron accelerators are carried out under relatively simple (as compared to similar activities at hadron accelerators) experimental conditions. Small multiplicity of produced particles; clear event selection criterions; research at "multipurpose" setups including detectors of particle identification and vertex reconstruction of short-lived particles-these factors are capable of ensuring a high-quality result.
QCD predicts the existence of bound gluon states (glueballs) in the mass region from 1 to 2-2.5 GeV [16] . Since glueball formation in two-photon collisions is suppressed, γγ interactions are a kind of veto-the state observed in γγ reactions cannot be the glueball. The resonance η(1440) observed in hadron collisions [17] is interpreted as the candidate for the glueball, and the search of this state in two-photon collisions can provide additional data.
In spectroscopy of resonances produced in γγ interactions, along with kinematical criterions of event selection, the application of additional conditions for reduction of the contribution of background events appears: the identification of final state particles, choice of decay modes via some intermediate state (K 0 , K*, and so on), and efficient registration of photons from π 0 meson decays are also important. Figure 10 shows the results of investigation of the system K 0 K ± obtained at the setup L3 [18] . In all intervals of squared total transverse momentum of the particle system , a signal from events with the The system ηπ + π -was also studied (η meson was identified by its decay into two photons) for the search of η(1440) and η(1295) mesons in this decay mode. Since no signal was discovered, upper bounds of Γ γγ were determined.
At the setup L3, production of resonances decaying into two mesons were also studied. Along with observation of those mesons ( f 2 (1270),
) whose production is expected in interaction of quasi-real photons, the interest to this study was related to the search of resonance states in the mass region above 1.5 GeV. Figure 11 shows the invariant
mass distribution of . Due to the fact that the masses of f 2 and are close and these mesons interfere destructively in the decay into neutral kaons, these mesons cannot be distinguished experimentally. The following value was measured: Γ γγ ( (1525)) × Br( (1525) ) = (76 ± 6(stat.) ± 11(syst.)) eV, and the production of the wide resonance state with a mass of about 1.75 GeV was discovered. The analysis of kaon angular distributions provided a possibility of identification of the state with the spin and helicity equal to 2. As a result of fitting the mass spectrum, the following values were obtained: the resonance mass (1767 ± 14) MeV; its width (187 ± 60) MeV. The number of registered mesons was 221 ± 55.
= (49 ± 11(stat.) ± 13(syst.)) eV.
At the setup ALEPH, the search of candidates for scalar glueballs f 0 (1500) and f J (1710)( f 2 (1750)) was carried out in decays into two charged pions. In the mass spectrum of π + π - (Fig. 12) , the peak of f 2 (1270) mesons is seen clearly, and there is no indication of pro- . Photon structure function [14] .
duction of the above mesons. The selected data set contains the dominant background from events γγ µ + µ -, which prevents observation of f 2 (1750).
CHARMED RESONANCE PRODUCTION
The measurement of the production cross section and the two-photon width of resonance decay is related to investigation of their quark-gluon structure. The production of resonances containing heavy quarks is interesting since these particles can be described by nonrelativistic models, and measurement of the two-photon decay width is necessary for calculation of QCD corrections.
In interaction of quasi-real photons, only production of single mesons with a spin of 0 or 2 is possible. Among states, these are η c (2979), χ c0 (3417), and cc , K + K -π + π -, 2π + 2π -) were studied; at the setup L3, the decays with production of the intermediate shortlived neutral particles, for example, η c π + π -η, and subsequent decay η γγ were also studied. In the first case, efficient reconstruction of the decay of into charged pions and identification of final state particles is required. The vertex detectors provided a possibility of reconstruction of the neutral kaon decay vertex. Particle identification was carried out by measurement of ionization losses dE/dx in central tracking detectors. DELPHI also used the detector for registration of Cherenkov radiation for π/K separation. Neutral decay modes were analyzed only at the setup L3 using the efficient BGO electromagnetic calorimeter. The obtained invariant mass distributions of the particle system are shown in Figs. 13 (DELPHI [22] ) and 14 (L3 [23] ).
The cross section of resonance production is proportional to its two-photon decay width,
The factor K contains the luminosity function L γγ calculated in the framework of QED which determines the photon flux and physical parameters of the resonance-mass, total width, and spin.
The values of the measured two-photon decay width of η c meson are = (13.9 ± 2.0(stat.) ± 1.4(syst.) ± 2.7(probability of decay modes)) keV; = (6.9 ± 1.7(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.) ± 2.0(probability of decay modes)) keV.
MEASUREMENT OF
PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION Measurement of the cross section of the production of charmed particles in two-photon collisions is the test for the QCD perturbation theory. A relatively highenergy scale determined by the mass of the charmed quark provides a possibility of application of perturbative calculations. It was shown in [24] that at LEP energies, the cross section of the process of direct produc- (Fig. 4a ) is comparable with cross sections of processes in which one of the photons fluctuates to the quark-gluon system (Fig. 4c) , and the dominant process in this case is photon-gluon fusion γg . The contribution of soft processes (with small p T , Fig. 4b ) and "double-resolution" processes ( Fig. 4d) is expected to be relatively small. Thus, the production of charmed particles turns out to be sensitive to the gluon component of the photon structure in addition to deepinelastic γ*γ scattering in which the quark content of the photon is studied.
The most clear from the point of view of the observed effect and its interpretation is the reconstruction of D* + mesons in the following decay chain:
K -π + π 0 , and similarly for the charge-conjugate modes. The idea of the method is the application of the following characteristics of this decay chain: π s is soft, since the kinetic energy released in the D* decay is about 6 MeV; the sign of the kaon charge is opposite to the sign of the D* meson; the difference of invariant masses of the reconstructed D* meson and corresponding D 0 meson should be about 145 MeV. The cross section obtained in analysis of events with identified D* mesons can be extrapolated to the cross section of the process e + ee + e -. Figure 15 shows the distributions of the difference of invariant masses of m D* and obtained at L3 [25] .
In all studied D 0 meson decay modes, the signal is clearly separated, and the combinatorial background (occurring due to the impossibility of identification of 
the kaon or the presence of several candidates) is calculated on the basis of events of the so-called "false sign"-the sign of the kaon charge coinciding with the sign of the D* ± meson charge. Note that for increasing efficiency of identification of final state particles (and, therefore, suppression of the combinatorial background), it is necessary to narrow the phase volume of the search. In this study, only those candidates for D* ± were chosen whose transverse momentum p T and pseudorapidity η satisfied the following criterions:
1 GeV < < 12 GeV and |η| < 1.4.
After subtraction of the background, about 480 reconstructed D* ± mesons were identified, and the cross section of the process of meson production in the above kinematical region was calculated σ(e + ee + e -D* ± X) = (71.2 ± 5.3(stat.) ± 9.8(syst.)) pb.
The obtained cross section can be transformed into the cross section of production of charmed quarks using the probability of hadronization of c quark into D* meson (0.241 [26] ). It is also necessary to extrapolate the cross section whose measurement is limited by the above criterions to the total phase volume. The results (extrapol.)) nb [27] . Figure 16 shows the summarized results of measurement of the cross section of production in γγ interactions obtained at different incident electron energies. The results of investigation of lepton decay modes of charmed particles are also presented. The researches carried out in the wide energy range of e + e -accelerators demonstrate good agreement with next to leading order (NLO) QCD calculations. The measurement precision is limited by a rather high extrapolation error of measurements to the total interaction phase volume.
HIGH-VIRTUAL PHOTON INTERACTION
It was shown in [28] that at scattering of rather highvirtual photons, a considerable contribution of events of (multi)gluon exchange in quark-antiquark dipole 
Number of events/50 MeV 300 200 100 0 2.5 3.0 3.5 [25] . D 0 (Fig. 4a) described by BFKL equations [29] is expected.
The investigation of high-virtual photons is carried out in "double-tagged" events in which scattered electrons with the energy E i at relatively large scattering polar angles θ i are registered (Fig. 1) , which provides a possibility of determination of the virtuality of interacting photons. The kinematics of γ*γ* interactions is completely determined by parameters of registered electrons. Since electrons are detected by calorimeters, devices with rather rough energy and space resolution, the experimental precision of the calculated photon virtuality is usually within 2-10%.
The investigation of "double-tagged" events is carried out in terms of the following variables (the notation of Fig. 1 
is used):
The cross section of the process e + ee + e -γ*γ* e + e -X can be written in terms of the efficient scattering cross section of high-virtual photons σ γ*γ* as [6] where L TT denotes the flux of transverse-polarized photons calculated in the framework of QED, and σ γ*γ* is determined in terms of partial interaction cross sections of photons of different polarizations [2] .
where
The investigation of these interactions carried out at DELPHI [30] consists of two parts. The investigation of muon production is aimed at "tuning" the criterions of event selection and further comparison of experimental data with exact QED calculations. In the reaction of hadron production, the cross section σ ee was measured, and then the cross section σ γ*γ* was compared with BFKL predictions [31, 32] .
The measured cross section of the reaction e + ee + e -µ + µ -in the phase space volume bounded by virtualities of the interacting photons Q 2 between 10 and 200 GeV 2 and invariant photon mass W γ*γ* between 2 and 50 GeV is equal to σ ee = (1.38 ± 0.12(stat.) ± 0.04(syst.)) pb.
The predictions of the model based on QED calculations are equal to (1.36 ± 0.01) and (1.25 ± 0.01) pb for calculations carried out taking into account radiation corrections and without them, respectively. The cross section σ γ*γ* as a function of Y shown in Fig. 17 demonstrates good agreement with QED calculations. The cross section of the reaction (e + ee + e -+ hadrons) within the same bounds of Q 2 and W γ*γ* was measured as σ ee = (2.09 ± 0.09(stat.) ± 0.19(syst.)) pb.
On the basis of the flux L TT calculated by using the program TWOGAM [33] , the differential cross section σ γ*γ* was measured (Fig. 18 ). The experimental data disagree completely with leading order (LO) calculations and demonstrate satisfactory agreement with NLO calculations. Note that the calculations were carried out for Y larger than 2, which corresponds to large values of the invariant mass W γ*γ* . The collaboration OPAL studied interactions in the region of Q 2 from 10 to 27 GeV 2 and invariant photon mass W γ*γ* above 5 GeV. The cross section of the reac- POZDNYAKOV tion (γ*γ* hadrons) was measured as a function of the variables Q 2 , W γ*γ* . The comparison of experimental data with model predictions is shown in Fig. 19 .
The experimental data on investigation of interaction of high-virtual photons demonstrate satisfactory agreement with calculations with corrections to the leading order approximation. The results presented by the collaborations DELPHI and OPAL point to the fact that the quark-parton model does not describe real data (measurement errors prevent from making stricter conclusions). Note that LEP energies and collected statistics turned out to be insufficient for the observation of the considerable contribution of BFKL events.
JET PRODUCTION IN HARD γγ COLLISIONS
The processes of interaction of quasi-real photons with sufficiently large (several GeV) momentum transfer are sensitive both to the quark and gluon components of the photon structure. The investigation of the processes of formation of jets with high transverse momentum p T augments the studies of deep inelastic γ*γ scattering and heavy quark production. The QCD scale in these processes is determined by the transverse energy of produced jets. The comparison of calculations in the leading order of the QCD perturbation theory and in the next-to-leading order [35] points to the fact that, at LEP energies, the numerical differences between them become considerable and the expected precision of experimental measurements is sufficient for detection of these differences.
The numerical parameters and details of investigation presented below correspond to the analysis carried out at the setup DELPHI [38] and, in essence, are gen- . Differential cross section of interactions γ*γ* hadrons [30] . Solid line shows the result of calculations in the framework of the quark-parton model (Fig. 4a) . Curves of BFKL LO [31] and NLO [32] eral for other studies carried out at LEP. The so-called k T clustering algorithm [36] was used for the search of jets. For reduction of the contribution of soft processes and increase in efficiency of jet energy reconstruction, the following kinematical selection criterions were used: two jets are found in the event, the transverse momentum of each jet is larger than 3 GeV, and the absolute value of pseudorapidity (η = -ln(tan(θ/2))) is smaller than unity. Along with these two jets reconstructed in the central part of the detector, jets beyond the marked region |η| can be reconstructed in the event.
It was noted earlier that two-photon interactions can be described using the three-component model (Fig. 4) , and one of the components (QCD, single-, and doubleresolved photons) consists of two parts (Figs. 4c, 4d ). The applied event selection criterions suppress the contribution of soft processes to negligible values (Fig. 4b) . For the remaining processes, (inexact) difference in topology should be expected. Events of direct interaction (Fig. 4a ) contain all hadrons in reconstructed jets corresponding to produced and hadronized quarks, while events with single-and double-resolved photons should contain spectator particles in one or both front parts of the experimental setup (situated at relatively small polar angles), respectively. These particles are the result of hadronization of partons not participating in the hard interaction. The variables sensitive to this difference are [37] 
In terms of , the above differences are manifested in such a way that the region in which both variables are close to unity is saturated mainly by events of direct quark production, since the "jets" and "particle" in this case sum practically the same. In single-resolved events, one of the variables ( , if spectators were produced from the resolved photon moving in the positive direction of the axis z) is far from unity, while the other one ( ) is close to unity. For double-resolved events, both variables are shifted to the region of smaller values. The space ( -) can be partitioned by some boundary value into four quadrants in such a way that each of them is saturated mainly by events of one class.
After fitting experimental distributions, corrections to acceptance of the experimental setup and hadronization effect (described in detail in [38] ), the cross section of double-jet events was measured to be equal to (17.1 ± 0.3) pb. Calculations carried out in the leading and next-to-leading orders yield (20.2 ± 0.1) and (17.7 ± 0.1) pb, respectively. The differential cross section as a function of average jet transverse momentum is shown in Fig. 20 . Both total and differential cross sections agree well with the result of NLO calculations 
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CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the overview of experimental data and results of modeling of two-photon interactions obtained at setups of the accelerator LEP (CERN) is presented. High integral luminosity of the collider (about 600 pb -1 in each experiment) and efficient operation of experimental setups provided a possibility of investigation of practically the whole spectrum of photon-photon reactions. As a result of research, good agreement between experimental data on lepton pair production in the wide range of transferred four-momenta and modeling was demonstrated; the manifestation of QCD-induced processes in photon scattering was proved; new data on the behavior of the photon structure function in deepinelastic eγ scattering were obtained in the wide range of Q 2 ; two-photon decay width of light and charmed mesons was measured; agreement of measured cross section of production and NLO QCD calculations was shown; the cross section of high-virtual photon interaction was measured for the first time and satisfactory agreement with BFKL calculations was demonstrated; processes of production of hard jets in γγ scattering were studied and good agreement of the measured cross section and NLO QCD calculations was demonstrated. The obtained results provide a considerable improvement in understanding of the nature of the photon and the advance in construction of photon interaction models.
